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Session	 Learning	Inten.ons		

At	the	end	of	this	
presenta/on,	
par/cipants	will	be	able	
to:		

Цели	обучения	

В	конце	данной	
презентации	
участники	смогут:	

Key	messages	 Ключевые	
сообщения	

	

Day	1	 describe the difference 
between leadership and 
management 

описать	разницу	между	
лидерством	и	

управлением	

Doing	things	right	
and	doing	the	right	

things	

Делать	вещи	
правильно	и	

делать	
правильные	вещи	

differentiate between 
crises, tame and wicked 
problems 

различать	кризисные	
ситуации,	разрешимые	и	

неразрешимые	

проблемы	

defend why we need 
leadership at all levels in 
education 

отстаивать	
необходимость	

лидерства	на	всех	

уровнях	обучения	

The	world	is	changing	

and	we	need	to	

develop	higher	order	

skills	

Мир	меняется	и	нам	

нужно	развивать	

навыки	высокого	

порядка	

describe some of the 
skills schools should be 
trying to develop  

Описать	навыки,	которые	
школы	должны	пытаться	

развивать	
?	

Learning	Template	
Keith	

Grint	

•  Wicked	
Problems	

•  Неразреш

имые	
проблемы	

Tame	Problems	

Разрешимые	

проблемы	

Crises	

Кризисные	

ситуации	

Command	and	

control	

Управление	и	

координация	

Project	Management	and	
management	as	a	science	

Управление	проектами	и	
управление	как	наука	

Complexity,	ambiguity,	compromise,	

leadership,	polikcs.	

Сложность,	неясность,	компромисс,	

лидерство,	политика.	

Effec.ve	Leadership	

No	agreement	on	
direckon	of	travel	

No	agreement	on	
start	or	end	point	

Agreement	regarding	
start	point,	intended	end	

point,	and	direckon	of	
travel.		

The	changing	world	
•  TASK	1	
•  Thinking	about	the	“Did	you	know”	slides,	do	

you	think	the	way	the	world	is	changing	
means	we	will	have	to	change	our	educakon	
system?		

•  Write	down	three	ways	the	world	is	changing	
and	why	that	might	mean	we	need	to	change	
our	educakon	system.	
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TASK	2	
Think	about	Keith	Grint’s	categorisakon	of		

problems	as	“Crises”,	“Tame	Problems”	and	

“Wicked	Problems”.	

	

Give	some	educakon	problems	that	you	would	

classify	as	a	crises,	a	tame	problem	and	a	

wicked	problem	

TASK	3	
Think	about		Andeas	Schleicher’s	comment	

that	“Future	jobs	are	likely	to	pair	computer	
intelligence	with	the	crea/ve,	social	and	
emo/onal	skills	of	human	beings.		It	will	then	
be	our	capacity	for	innova/on	our	awareness	
and	our	sense	of	responsibility	that	will	equip	
us	to	harness	machines	to	shape	the	world.”				
	

Do	you	think	that	is	true?		List	jobs	that	are	

presently	done	by	humans	that	might	in	the	

next	20	years	be	done	by	computers.	

Looking	Forwards	at	a	system	level	Взгляд	в	будущее	на	системном	уровне	

What	is	Criteria-Based	Assessment?	

The	process	of:	

	

•  gathering	evidence	
•  using	defined	to	

judge	performance	

based	on	the	

evidence	

•  decision	regarding	
a	conclusion	on	

performance	
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Compare	with:	
	

	

•  Police	gathering	
evidence	

•  Jury	making	
judgment	on	the	

basis	of	that	

evidence	

•  Judge	passing	
sentence	
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Criteria-based	Assessment	
•  An	assessment	which	is	measured	

against	common,	defined	criteria	
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Common,	so	all	
learners	are	judged	
to	the	same	standard	

Defined,	so	those	
assessing	are	clear	
what	the	standard	is	

accessible	 responsive	 inappropriate	 high	

accurate	 rigorous	 inconsistent	 inaccurate	

clear	 robust	 ineffeckve	 relevant	

comprehensive	 slow	 inefficient	 valuable	

confusing	 strong	 insufficiently	 very	good	

disappoinkng	 successful	 late	 weak	

effeckve	 sufficient	 limited	 unreliable	

efficient	 systemakc	 low	 unsaksfactory	

excellent	 unclear	 poor	 unsuccessful	

good	 unhelpful	 prompt	 many	

helpful	 unplanned	 used	well	 most	

Many	can	also	be	
used	as	adverbs:	
	
	
robust	=>	robustly,	
weak	=>	weakly		
	
etc.		

Some	useful	evalua.ve	words		

Цели	обучения	 Learning	Inten.ons	

At	the	end	of	the	unit,	parkcipants	will	
be	able	to:	

•  describe	the	difference	between	
leadership	and	management	

•  differenkate	between	crises,	tame	
and	wicked	problems	

•  defend	why	we	need	leadership	at	all	

levels	in	educakon	
•  list	some	of	the	skills	schools	should	

be	trying	to	develop		

В	конце	данной	главы	участники	
смогут:	

•  описать	разницу	между	
лидерством	и	управлением	

•  различать	кризисные	ситуации,	
разрешимые	и	неразрешимые	

проблемы	

•  отстаивать	необходимость	
лидерства	на	всех	уровнях	

обучения	

•  составить	список	навыков,	которые	
школы	должны	пытаться	развивать	

Could	we	find	out:	
	

1.  What	exams	are	used	in	Kazakhstan	schools	–	are	they	all	managed	by	one	nakonal	exam	
board?	

2.  What	support	agencies	are	there	(for	Example,	centres	of	excellence)?		What	do	they	do?	

3.  Are	there	different	grades	of	teachers?		How	do	you	move	up	a	grade?	
4.  Are	there	formal	standards	for	teachers?		What	are	they?	(plus	bullet	point	below)	

5.  What	role	does	regional	government	play	in	managing	schools.		Does	it	for	example	own	the	
buildings?	

6.  What	data	is	available	about	exam	results	in	Kazakhstan?	

•  Do	teachers	need	to	have	a	degree?		Who	checks	this?	(include	in	Q4)	
7.  What	training	is	available	for	teachers?	Is	there	online	support?	

8.  What	is	the	inspeckon	process	for	schools?		Are	there	external	inspectors?	
9.  What	plans	do	schools	have	to	produce?			

	

	

Foxes	

Elders	

Walking	Dead	

Unicorns	

Mickey	Mouse	

Take	the	Challenge	Ques.ons,	and	
summarise	them	into	clear,	meaningful,	

well-wriéen	statements,	then	create	a	
short	paper	starkng	with:		All	schools	

should	be	involved	in	self-evaluakon.		
We	have	created	the	Challenge	

Queskons	below	to…	

Starkng	with	the	summary	bullet	points,	create	a	
well-worded	summary	for	each	of	the	four	ackon	

groups	then	sort	the	post-its	into	groups	by	verb.		
Write	up	the	verbs	and	ackons	by	starkng	with,	

“to	improve	our	educakon	system,	we	need	to	
take	ackons	including…	(verbs,	all	in	the	same	

form	(e.g.	developING).		Key	areas	for	ac.on	are	
(ackons,	including	some	thoughts	form	the	original	
post-its.)	

Provide	Quality	Assurance	for	the	other	
groups	by	check	the	English,	layout	and	

content.	

Take	all	the	sheet	on	ICT	and	create	a	
summary	of	ways	we	could	support	

the	construckve	and	disrupkve	use	of	
technology.	

Write	up	the	outcomes	of	the	“Objects	of	
Desire”	exercise		beginning	with,	“To	
understand	our	schools	and	our	educakon	
system	beéer,	we	undertook	a	Lateral	
Thinking	exercise	that	resulted	in	the	
following.			

Use	the	informakon	about	the	1+2	Modern	
Languages	policy	in	Scotland	to	create	a	
summary	of	challenges	faced	by	the	trilingual	
policy	in	Kazakhstan	and	how	some	of	these	

challenges	might	be	overcome	.	

Hogwarts	


